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Partial intersubjectivity and sufficient understandings for current practical purposes: on a specialized practice in Swedish conversation
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ABSTRACT

This paper explores issues of intersubjectivity and shared understanding as they arise in dyadic spoken interaction. Using data from Swedish conversations, we approach the topic by focusing on the functions of a reactive construction that occurs in situations when a linguistic expression (x) has been used in a prior utterance, and this expression is found to be only partially acceptable in the situation at hand. It is therefore reacted to by one of the interlocutors, and negotiated in a new turn initiated by x-å-x, i.e., a unit in which two identical copies of x are conjoined by å ‘and’, and then expanded by a supporting argument. The pragmatic functions of the construction include that of suggesting a sufficient clarification of what should be a reasonable situated meaning and an intersubjective basis for ensuing talk.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we will discuss aspects of sense-making in dialogical interaction, more specifically conversations and other spoken exchanges. This focus will entail an interest in *intersubjectivity*, that is, shared, or as we will argue, partially shared attention, understandings and stances on the part of interlocutors. Interactivities\(^1\) are the dialogical bedrock of intersubjectivity in the sense that action precedes knowledge, and this is primary to the development and maintenance of both objectivity and subjectivity. We will not go further into these abstract considerations, but instead deal with the role of language and dialogue, and more precisely the use of a specific conversational practice in Swedish and related languages, the \(x-\dot{a}-x\) construction, arguably deployed by participants in negotiating situated intersubjectivity.

Interaction analysts, for example, within Conversation Analysis (Schegloff 1991, 1992), usually assume that parties to interaction are engaged in trying to achieve “socially shared cognition”. But people seldom reach such a goal in mundane interactions. There is overwhelming evidence that owing to their incongruent “system of relevances”, people can only achieve partially shared understandings, what Schütz (1962:11–12; cf. also Garfinkel 1967; Heritage 1984) has called “sufficient understandings” for “current practical purposes”. We will argue that this is a more realistic conception of human intersubjectivities.

2. NEGOTIATIONS OF SHARED UNDERSTANDING BY MEANS OF A REACTIVE CONSTRUCTION

In a very general sense people use their conversations for – among other things – negotiating shared understandings of situations and topics. However, this is often done only implicitly and allusively; as long as the verbal interchange evolves relatively smoothly, participants do not engage in metalinguistic commentaries or repair. But when common understandings seem
to be at risk, they do indulge in repair (Schegloff 1979, 1992; Couper-Kuhlen and Thompson 2005). In our case we will examine a particular conversational resource in Swedish which has some links to repair, the x-å-x construction. This construction occurs in situations where a linguistic expression (x) has been used in a prior utterance, either other-responsive, when the prior utterance has been produced by another speaker, or self-responsive, when that utterance was the speaker’s own. The incoming speaker finds the expression x to be only partially acceptable in the situation at hand; this x is therefore reacted to and negotiated in a turn which is initiated by x-å-x, i.e., a unit in which two identical x’s are conjoined by the additive coordinator å [ɔ] ‘and’ (spelled <och> in the written standard), and then further elaborated with supporting arguments in a turn-part what we will call an expansion.

For a start, let us give a simple example of other-responsive x-å-x, drawn from a short narrative about a German family who lived in Finland (in a place called Träskberg) but found themselves forced to leave the country after the war because German property was confiscated (lines 1, 5). The narrator, G, uses the verb flytta ‘move’ in line 6 when he refers to the family’s return to Germany:

(1) FLYTTA Å FLYTTA (SAM:V1). (Conversation between six young men who are eating and drinking together)³
1. G: dom bodde där oppe på (0.8) var Träskberg
   they live-PST there up on where PLACE-NAME
   ‘they lived up there on (0.8) where Träskberg’

2. står nu [å,
   stand-PRS now and
   ‘now stands and’

3. ?:         [°jå°
   yeah

4. (0.8)

5. G: sen så beslagtos huse å,
   then PRT confiscate.PST-PASS house-DEF and
‘then the house was confiscated and’

6. dom flytta tibaka ti (0.7) ti Hamburg (å)=
   they move-PST back to PLACE-NAME and
   ‘they moved [PRET] back to (0.7) to Hamburg (an’)

7. M: =nå flytta å flytta >ja menar< va (. ) fan
   PRT move-PST and move-PST I mean what devil
   ‘well, move an’ move I mean what the hell’

8. kan du göra.
   can you do.

The first segment of the response turn in line 7, x å x, contains the variable element x which thus occurs twice. The x in this example is the verb flytta, which causes a controversy on how to describe the situation at hand. Speaker M responds in line 7 with a turn which is prefaced by the particle nå, which is typical of dispreferred or non-straightforward answers, and the unit flytta å flytta. This turn-initial material is followed by ja menar ‘I mean’, leading into a somewhat more substantial contribution, the affective and resigned question va fan kan du göra ‘what the hell can you do?’.

The coordinating x-å-x format suggests in an iconic way that there is more than just one understanding of ‘x’, in (1) a neutral sense of moving house of one’s free will and a sense which may entail a meaning of running away because of exigent conditions. Thus, the response focuses on a possible lack of intersubjectivity and a possible breach in agreement between the participants at this specific point of interaction, and it especially stresses that M has a subjective perspective on the matter, or at least on G’s word choice – a perspective which G is made aware of with the x-å-x move. However, M does not really explain why flytta is controversial, he merely hints at it by pointing out that the family did not have a choice in the situation. After line 8, the participants start talking about other things, thereby abandoning the previous topic. This abrupt closing is rather typical of x-å-x events; they do seldom evolve into lengthy argumentations.
In this paper we will discuss $x$-$å$-$x$ with respect to (partial) intersubjectivity and (partially) shared understandings between interlocutors involved in conversations. We will focus on examples in which these aspects are made more explicit than in Extract 1, i.e., when the expansion part following the $x$-$å$-$x$ segment itself is more elaborated and hence provide more insight into the speaker’s stances. The remainder of the paper will have the following outline. In Section 3 we will summarize some main points from earlier research on $x$-$å$-$x$. After that (Section 4) we will account for our data and formulate our research questions in more detail. The discussion in Section 5 will attend to the fact that intersubjectivity can be partial both between and within individual participants. The study of interactivity will therefore shed light also on split ideas within individuals. In Section 6 we summarize and develop our conclusions about intersubjectivity and subjectivity.

3. PRIOR RESEARCH ON THE CONSTRUCTION
The $x$-$å$-$x$ construction and its contexts have been extensively researched earlier by the authors of this paper. These studies have mainly concerned the usage in Swedish (Lindström 1999, 2006; Lindström & Linell 2007; Norén & Linell 2007; Linell 2009b; Linell & Mertzlufft 2014), but the same expressive pattern has been noted in reference grammars and dictionaries of Danish, Norwegian and Finnish. Further, $x$-$and$-$x$ as a conversational practice has been attested in Icelandic and Swedish-influenced Estonian (for details, see Lindström & Linell 2007). In a study of German, Finkbeiner (2012) showed that a corresponding pattern ($x$-$und$-$x$) occurs in electronic discussion forums, but the construction is not attested in spoken German data. The languages above are Scandinavian or spoken in the Circum-Baltic region, which suggests that this particular reactive construction is an areal phenomenon.

$X$-$å$-$x$ has features of a “classical”, functionally specific grammatical construction (Fried & Östman 2005), with slots for variable elements ($x$) and a frame containing an obligatory
lexical item (‘and’). The meaning of this constructional pattern is not transparent from its constituent parts, which is why it could be called a *formal idiom* in the same manner as the English *the X-er, the Y-er* construction, e.g. *the sooner, the better* (Fillmore et al. 1988). The coordination of two identical copies of x, like in *flytta å flytta* (‘move and move’) (1), is to be interpreted in an asymmetrical, distributive way, i.e. it involves different kinds of x rather than the same kind (compare constructions like *there are teachers and teachers*).

As already mentioned, the *construction x-å-x* consists of two parts: (a) the *x-å-x* segment itself and (b) a following *expansion* which typically has a clausal form or consists of several turn-constructional units. The initial *x-å-x* segment is not integrated in any clausal syntax but stands in a pre-front-field position, sometimes preceded by a discourse marker (like *nå, ja, allså ‘well’*). The expansion should be considered a more or less obligatory part of the whole construction (Lindström and Linell 2007). Its main function is to concede that x is not completely inappropriate in the given situation but that it is not entirely acceptable either. It alludes to the fact that the meaning potential of x (as a lexical resource) has several semantic aspects, and not all of these are relevant or applicable in the given situation (Norén and Linell 2007). Thus, the construction is not used to directly resist or challenge the wordings of a prior speaker, as some forms of repeat-prefacing answers do (see Bolden 2009); rather, the speaker who produces *x-å-x* points out that understandings regarding a specific characterization (x) may be divided and must therefore be negotiated in the interactional context of use.

The responsive characteristic of the construction means that it can only occur in second position to a prior utterance or turn. The prior unit is typically a question, or sometimes a statement like in (1), that contains the expression of x. Often it concerns a matter of which the recipient (the one who comes up with the *x-å-x* response) may be expected to have first-hand knowledge, i.e., from the point of the prior speaker, it is a B-event in the sense of Labov & Fanshel (1977).
The $x$ in the construction can evidently be of virtually any grammatical category, but it is most typically just one word (Lindström and Linell 2007). The $x$ is repeated either in exactly the same form as in the source utterance, or in an uninflected, paradigmatic base form (which may suggest a more abstract treatment of the repeated item). As already noted, $x \, å \, x$ is often preceded by a particle, typically $ja$ or $nå$ (the latter in Finland Swedish) or a discourse marker like $allså$, which all signal that a non-straightforward response is forthcoming (cf. *well* in English and *ben* in French). The transition to the expansion is usually marked with the adversative conjunction *men* ‘but’ and occasionally with the discourse marker *ja menar* ‘I mean’ which signal a contrast or a complication. In prosodic terms, the $x-å-x$ segment and the expansion are disjunct; the two $x$’s are both stressed, sometimes with some extra prominence on the second conjunct (Lindström and Linell 2007:64–66).

The construction occurs across the board in colloquial or relatively colloquial registers in Swedish spoken language but also in the written medium, especially in interactional electronic discourse and literary dialogue. Prior studies of $x-å-x$ have accounted for this construction’s interactional-grammatical properties. For example, Lindström (1999) deals with $x-å-x$ in relation to other reduplicative expressions, Linell (2009b) argues for the status of $x-å-x$ as a grammatical construction (in a technical sense), Lindström and Linell (2007) accounts for the grammar of $x-å-x$ and its other- and self-responsive variants in conversation, Norén and Linell (2007) view $x-å-x$ as a participants’ resource for exploring the meaning potentials of words (the ones occurring as $x$), and Linell and Mertzlufft (2014) discusses $x-å-x$ in relation to other reactive constructions in Swedish and German. However, the topic of this paper, i.e., the ramifications of $x-å-x$ for issues of intersubjectivity, have not been highlighted anywhere else.

4. DATA AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Three of the four excerpts to be analysed in this paper are drawn from a series of talk-shows (called *Min sanning* ‘My truth’) broadcast by the Swedish (State) Television in 2014, and they come from one single show. The series was marketed with the slogan *en gäst, ett samtal, en timme* (“one guest, one conversation, one hour”). Each show is devoted to one interviewee, usually a well-known public figure, often a politician, artist or business person, who has withdrawn from his or her previous post(s). The interviewer asks quite a number of provocative questions, which might serve as elicitors of problematizing responses, sometimes involving *x-å-x* with comparatively long expansions. Clearly, the talk-shows belong to a genre (Luckmann 2002) or activity type (Levinson 1979) that is different from many other speech exchanges, both private conversations and broadcast news interviews (note, however, that the shows are marketed as “conversations”).

(Our fourth example, (5), also comes from a televised interview within the same genre.) Seen in relation to our entire collection of about 50 recorded authentic occurrences of *x-å-x* in their sequential contexts (see other publications cited above), which is mainly drawn from private conversations (e.g. Extract 1 above), professional–client exchanges (e.g. police interrogations and school contexts), and brief radio and television interviews, the talk-show data tend to be slightly deviant, in that they involve expanded sections of arguments and concessions after the *x-å-x* segment, something which is a minority feature in the collection as a whole. It is the expansions that give us an opportunity to analyze the participants’ navigations in the intersubjective problematic.

We look upon the present article as a study of how intersubjectivities are achieved (or not achieved) in interactivities in conversation. A more specific research question concerns the role of *x-å-x* as a discursive resource for making inferrable understandings more precise, but in particular for showing that understandings are oftentimes divided and can only be *partially*, rather than completely, *shared*. 
Our study is based on a qualitative analysis of a few episodes from the same kind of interview genre. One may therefore raise doubts about generalizability. However, we have extensive evidence from other studies of $x$-$å$-$x$ (that for obvious reasons could not be repeated here), and we can testify to the fact that the talk-show data are not different from other data, as far as $x$-$å$-$x$ is concerned, except for one possible point, namely, that they involve longer expansions of arguments. This feature was the main reason for choosing these data for this paper on intersubjectivity, as the longer argumentations open a wider window to the interactional dynamics of the $x$-$å$-$x$ events.

5. ANALYSIS

The first three of our examples come from a recording of one and the same talk-show, in which a well-known Swedish politician is interviewed about his professional and personal life. Despite the fact that the show is part of public media, we have chosen to anonymize some aspects of the data. For example, the main character in Extracts 2–4 has been given the fictive name Lars Svensson.

The talk-show is about 57 minutes long, and Svensson is of course the person who talks for most of the time (the other participant is a well-known female political journalist whom we here call Lotta Rosenberg). During the show, Svensson uses $x$-$å$-$x$ three times. In two of the cases (2, 3) the problematised expressions deal with verbs for activities of speaking, *tala* ‘speak, talk’ and *prata* ‘talk, speak’. Just before entering in Extract 2, the parties have talked about the fact that S is constantly active, among other things, with authoring books. In line 1 then, the interviewer (R) presents yet another example of S’s many interests: “you can speak a host of languages”.

(2) TALA Å TALA (TV talk-show with a well-known politician, S, and an interviewer R)
1. R: å så kan du **tala** massa språk, va _e de? åtta?
   and so can you speak mass language.PL what is it eight
   ‘and then you can speak a host of languages, how many is it? eight?’

2. S: **tala** å ta**la** (.) ja kan nj an:vända en ett sådär åtta
   speak and speak I can use one one like.that eight
   ‘speak and speak, (.) I can nj-use some like eight’

3. tietal språk °ja.°
   ten-count language.PL yes
   ‘some ten languages, yeah.’

4. R: vikket håller du på å lära dej nu?
   which hold-PRS you on to learn REFL now
   ‘which one are you busy learning now?’

5. S: ja håller faktist på me kinesiska men de har ja
   I hold-PRS actually on with Chinese but that have I
   ‘actually I am busy with Chinese but I have’

6. hållit på me i nästan tie år, å de e ett
   hold-SUP on with in almost ten year.PL and it is a
   ‘been working on it for almost ten years, an’ it is a’

7. <FRUK:> tansvärt svårt språk men ja har gett mej
   dreadful-ADV difficult language but I have-PRS give-SUP I.OBJ
   ‘TERRibly difficult language but damn me I have’

8. fanken ((banging gesture with fist)) på att <ja ska
   devil on that I shall
   ‘made up my mind that I will’

9. kunna> läsa (.) en artikel i Zhen Min Zhe Bao,
   can.INF read-INF an article in NEWSPAPER-NAME ((in Chinese))
   ‘be able to read an article in Zhen Min Zhe Bao,’

10. de vill säja Folkets Dagblad.(…)
    that will say NEWSPAPER-NAME ((translated into Swedish))
    ‘that is to say The People’s Daily News.’

    okay.
In line 2, Svensson reacts to the proposal that he can “speak” many languages, producing the verb tala in the format x-å-x. His response is that he can “use” about ten languages, which arguably is a relativization tuning down the suggestion; presumably, he means that he can use his ten languages for certain purposes, but that it would be an exaggeration to claim that he could “speak” them across the board of all possible situations. What S means exactly is of course difficult to tell; the expansion is characteristically brief and semantically underdetermined (what does ‘being able to use a language’ mean more precisely?). The function of x-å-x is reduced here only to relativizing and diminishing certain aspects of the verb tala ‘speak’. Note however that the expansion following the initial x-å-x part acknowledges the second component of the interviewer’s claim, namely, the number of languages S masters (to some degree). The following lines 4–13 are topically related to the first question–answer pair, but they do not pursue the discussion of the situated meaning of x. Participants seem to rely on having reached a sufficient level of intersubjectivity to continue on with the discussion.

Whereas in Extract 2 the participants are basically (and implicitly) talking about how knowledgeable one has to be in order to be qualified for the description “speaking a language”, in the next example they talk about the extent and depth with which one should talk with another person for the communication to count as “talking in depth about a given topic with a particular interlocutor”. In the background there is the question whether Svensson, who is still the main character, is nowadays at all “on speaking terms” with another person (called Dahl below).
The immediate co-text for the talk in Extract 3 is that Rosenberg, the interviewer, has just played back an old recording from a discussion between Svensson and another very well-known politician, a former prime minister (Dahl). This discussion took place in the autumn of 1994, the night after the Swedish referendum about joining the EU. Svensson and Dahl were the leading figures on the two opposed sides. During this nightly exchange, the two had fallen out on each other in a rather remarkable way, considering that their conversation was broadcast on the radio. At one moment (played back in the talk-show of 2014) Svensson roared at Dahl: “shut up, Jens Dahl” (Sw. håll truten, Jens Dahl), which was responded to by Dahl by recommending Svensson to go home and go to bed to get some rest. Thereby Dahl had insinuated, Svensson argues, that he (Svensson) had had a hang-over. This is the topic of Svensson’s ironic remark in lines 1–2 (“a great rhetorician”). This move is followed by Rosenberg’s (the interviewer) exclamation *som du* ‘(just) like you’ (line 3), followed by the quote *håll truten* ‘shut up’ (in the imperative), the words Svensson had used in the debate with Dahl.

(3) PRATAT OM Å PRATAT OM (TV talk-show with the same participants as in (2))

1. S: han e en stor eh (.) retoriker å kan ta vilka grepp he is a big rhetorician and can take what grip.

2. som helst as preferred

3. R: som ′DU. håll ′truten. as you hold IMP jaw-DEF

4. S: ja ja °visst° yeah yeah °sure°

5. R: du, har ni prata om de här nån gång you have-PRS you.PL talk-SUP about this here some time
‘hey, have you talked about this at any time’

6. S: de _HA:R vi faktist allså, _pratat om å _pratat om

that have-PRS we _factual-ADV PRT talk-SUP about and talk-SUP about

‘indeed we HAVE after all, talked about an’ talked about but’

7. men vi har _pratat me varandra å så som sagt

but we have-PRS talk-SUP with each-other and so as say-SUP

‘but we have talked with each other and as I said I have’

8. ja har _respekt för honom i en _de:l avseenden,

I have-PRS respect for he-OBJ in a part respect-PL

‘I have respect for him in some ways’

9. =Ukraina har _han varit ganska vetti °å så där va°,

Ukraine have-PRS he be-SUP quite sensible and like that what

‘=Ukraine he has been fairly reasonable °and such like°,’

10. sen finns de andra avseenden,=ja skulle hellre ha

then exist-PRS it other-PL respect-PL I would rather have

‘then there are other aspects,=I would rather prefer another’

11. en _annan försvarsminister °men ja kan ha _respekt

an other defence-minister but I can have respect

‘minister of defence °but I can have respect’

12. för honom °

for he-OBJ

‘for him°’

Rosenberg’s question in line 5 deals with whether Svensson and Dahl have talked about their public verbal fight at some later occasion. Svensson’s x-å-x retort is unusual in that it cites a part – _pratat om ‘talked about’ – which is not a constituent in the source utterance (line 5); there, _pratat is the tensed predicate verb and _om ‘about’ is a preposition taken from another constituent, i.e. what is usually analyzed as a prepositional object (here: _om de här ‘about this’). While x-å-x has quite a wide applicability with regard to what kinds of source
s it can take, this is an unusual example also from this point of view. The reason for Svensson to use it in this way is arguably that the problem lies in the combination of the verb and its implied object. He has been on speaking terms with Dahl after the infamous verbal fight (line 6), and “can have respect for” him (lines 7–11), but the two have apparently not spoken about the specific event, at least not in any depth.

This episode is arguably delicate for Svensson to handle; after all, he has told a former prime minister to “shut up” in a non-private discussion broadcast on the radio, hardly a very respectful conduct. And now this has been played once again to a TV audience. It is therefore not a surprise that Svensson is keen on ensuring (twice) that he “has/can have respect” for Dahl (lines 8 and 11), although he also suggests that the latter is a “great rhetorician” (line 1), which was presumably not meant as a praise. The keenness to smoothe over a problem may also come to the fore in Svensson’s initial, straightforward response to Rosenberg’s question, “indeed we have” in line 6. It is only after this acknowledgement that Svensson initiates a concession with x-å-x, as if trying to correct the first, immediate version of his reply which could have been interpreted as stating that Svensson and Dahl have in fact been talking about the verbal fight. There are thus many indications that the situation at hand involves mixed feelings, a good breeding-ground for x-å-x.

The delicacy of this particular episode is also shown in Svensson’s non-verbal conduct. One should know that he is a self-confident person who speaks his mind without hesitations in the interview. Like any other speaker, he vacillates between gaze contact and looking away, but here he averts gaze only for very brief moments. However, during the production of lines 6–11 in Extract 3, Svensson avoids gaze contact with the interviewer for most of the time. These lines belong to the expansion of the x-å-x construction, where the speaker is balancing the two interpretations at stake. During the very start of his response turn (beginning of line 6), where the immediate reaction is produced, he looks at his interlocutor,
and he resumes gaze contact when he has arrived at the location where the “corrected version” is produced, *pratat me varandra* ‘spoken with each other’ in line 7. Svensson’s behavior may indicate that he would rather avoid talk about the 1994 radio event, and instead tries to “scale it down” (cf. Section 6 below) from ‘talking about’ the delicate issue to ‘talking with each other’ (line 7).

The third example (Extract 4) from the Svensson–Rosenberg talk-show follows on a fairly long sequence that we have omitted for reasons of space. The gist of this sequence was that Svensson, who was a young liberal during the 60’s, was back in those times publicly arguing against marriage and for free love. However, his own two marriages broke up, partly as a consequence of infidelities that the spouses could not handle.

In (4), the interviewer asks about the “political idea” behind “free relationships” (lines 1–2), which of course invokes various interpretations of “politics” and “political”. Svensson’s lengthy response (lines 3–16) revolves around the relation of marriage (a personal relation between two individuals) and politics, something that concerns the relationship between a private sphere and a public or societal policy. Marriage is both (a) a political issue for governments, parliaments, the church, etc., for regulating how individuals share lives together, especially as regards handling sexuality, cohabiting etc. in personal relations, and (b) an individual, everyday issue: parties (spouses) must regulate their life together, take a common stance to cohabitation with or without marriage, monogamy vs polygamy, extramarital relations, attitudes to homosexuality and other forms of sexual relationships.

(4) POLITISK Å POLITISK (TV talk-show with the same participants as in (2–3))

1. R: *ele de (.) va e den politiska tanken bakom de här me *is there (.) what is the political idea behind this about
2. fria- (.) eller ett fritt förhållande, "eller va-" *free- (.) or a free relationship, "or what-"
3. S: ja, politisk å politisk *well, political an' political it is PRT a pa- important part of
4. livet hur man lever allså,="de e klart att att *life how one lives one’s life after all, it is clear that that*
5. privatlivet e omgärdat av en mängd lagar å sånt va
private life is enclosed by many laws an’ such, isn’t it
6. "å då” tyckte man varför ska staten lägga sej i (.) hur
"an’ then” one thought that why should the state interfere into (.) how
7. man lever genom att ha ett speciellt äktenskap å sånt
one lives one’s life by having a special marriage an’ such like,
8. va,=nu har vi ju äktenskapbegreppet utvidgats
now the concept of marriage has PRT been extended
9. väldeliga,=nu kan även även homosexuella gifta sej å
enormously, = now even homosexuals can get married and
10. sånt vilket ja tycker e jättebra å iåme de så de har
which I think is super good an’ with that they have
11. ju samtidit s’attssåja tunnats ut,= de e inte de här
PRT simultaneously so to speak been attenuated, = it isn’t this
12. (. ) gamla kristna äktenskapet lika mycke utan de e de
(.) old Christian marriage to the same extent but it is it
13. e mer en (. ) praktisk avtalsform på nå sätt, ja ja
is more a (.) practical form of contract in some way, I I
14. tycker inte de ska avskaffas helt men ja har full
don’t think it should be abolished altogether but I have complete
15. förståelse för dom som som (. ) inte vill ha den
understanding for those who who (. ) don’t want to have that
16. formen.

Svensson uses x-å-x to argue for the need for freedom of choice for the persons
involved, the need for personal agreement between spouses (or individuals in local
communities), while there is no need for legal regulations. Hence, the reactive construction
points to a difference between officially formulated, regulated policies and more covert,
grass-roots policies.

What happens in Extracts 2–4 is that one of the parties, the interviewer, proposes a
characterization of circumstances in a first turn, and the other party, the interviewee, reacts to
a specific part x of the characterization by using the format x-å-x. The reaction indicates
problems with the item x, and implicates tensions in the intersubjective understanding
regarding that item in a specific interactional micro-situation. By using a given label x, such
as politiska ‘political’ in (4), the interviewer proposes the terms for the ensuing talk, but the
interviewee then decides that these terms are only partly acceptable, displayed in the format x-å-x.

For speakers of Swedish, the construction x-å-x is a resource through which the conditions of ensuing talk can be called to question by focusing on the issue that is specifically problematic in them. In such problematizing events, the speaker makes a metalinguistic move (Norén and Linell 2007), drawing attention to different meaning potentials associated with a certain word or phrase, and then, in the expansion of x-å-x, the speaker chooses an aspect of meaning which stands out as relevant in the situation for himself and thereby serves as an acceptable point of departure for further talk on the topic. Hence, there is both a subjective and an intersubjective angle to the x-å-x construction. To raise an issue of meaning potentials is to refer to the shared linguistic knowledge within a speech community – a knowledge that should be accessible for both the speaker and listener(s). Hence, whatever the problem with x is, all the parties involved could, in the end, be able to access the possible problem with x in a given situation. At the same time, the use of x-å-x signals that a certain understanding of x is preferred. What is left open, in the end, is whether this subjective stance to x can accommodate the prior stance of the producer of the source x; nevertheless, it is evident that some possible meanings and stances that can be associated with x need to be cancelled out in the interactional micro-situation. X-å-x is a means of making the coparticipant aware of this need.

Let us finally attend to another aspect of intersubjectivity, namely the participation frameworks in which x-å-x tends to occur. Despite the fact that it embodies a reaction to a stance that cannot be accepted in its entirety, the construction is typically used in turns that are themselves monologically organized, almost as if to block off any further response from the other party (who originally launched x). It is the same speaker who both introduces and completes the x-å-x turn, and the situated appropriateness of x is seldom pursued any further.
Thus, the speaker normally gets the last word in and through the turn in which x-å-x is used, and therefore x-å-x could be heard as a marker of a subjective stance. On the other hand, the construction is a reaction to prior talk, and the speaker voices (usually two) different perspectives that mirror what occurs in the language community at large. These latter aspects reflect, of course, intersubjectivity.10

There are partial exceptions from the characterization just proposed. In Extract 5, also from a dyadic talk-show televised in Sweden, in this case in 2015, we have a journalist (I) interviewing a retired financial and industrial leader, whom we here call Carl Anderson (A). The interviewer, in line 1, suggests that A’s stressful life led him to be careless (slarva) with sleeping and eating:

(5) SLARVADE Å SLARVADE (TV talk-show with a retired industrial leader (A) and an interviewer (I))
1. I: du slarvade me sömnen: eh (.) slarvade me maten: you were careless with sleep uh (.) careless with food
   2. (.)
   3. A: jae: (0.3) slarvade å slarvade, °de låter well, (0.3) careless an’ careless ((lit. ‘was careless’, i.e. a verb)), °that sounds
   4. ungefär [som° almost as°
   5. I: [men de va lite sömn å mer mat:° but there was little sleep an’ more food
   6. A: (de) blev ju de (it) became PRT like that
   7. (1.0)((A looks at I; laughter))
   8. A: a: yes
   9. A: ja [e I am
   10. I: [du brände di— you burnt you-
   11. A: ja e inte ensam i de här, de e många som har råkat ut I am not alone in this, there are many who have ended up
   12. för de här here
   13. I: du brände ditt ljus i båda ändar ofta
you burnt your candle at both ends ofentimes

14. A: ah: ((looks away)) de e ju populära uttryck "men"
   um: ((looks away)) those are popular phrases "but"
15. ((moves gaze back to I)) men-eh
   but uh

16. (0.5)
17. A: medicinskta ja så e de rätt
   in medical terms yes, then it’s correct

The use of the verb *slarva* ‘be careless’ may, in this case, be heard as accusing the addressee of having a weak moral feeling of responsibility for his own health. This is probably what A is on the verge of objecting against, when his *x-å-x* expansion (“that sounds almost as”) in lines 3–4 is interrupted by the interviewer. What the interviewer does in line 5, and later, is to pursue his own version, despite A’s attempts to modify the picture. Anderson defends himself by pointing out that many individuals end up in the same predicament (provided, presumably, they have A’s kind of job) (lines 11–12), and that we are faced with a “medical” outcome (line 17), both arguments that serve to diminish his personal responsibility. Anderson also tries to ward off the interviewer’s position by suggesting that his metaphor of “burning one’s candle at both ends” is just a “popular phrase” (line 14), thus arguably trying to bring the exchange back to serious topics, such as the kind of hard work he has shared with many. We have brought this excerpt up, because it shows that the issue of situational appropriateness of meaning (here: the justification for the use of the verb *slarva*) may indeed sometimes be pursued by both participants in an interactive fashion – not least in a debating interview genre. In (5), speaker A is able to put an end to the discussion only in line 17, which is far beyond his *x-å-x* turn in line 3. Accordingly, the expansion part of (5), roughly lines 5–17, is co-constructed, including insisting moves from the producer of the original x. In Excerpts 2–4, by contrast, we have seen one single speaker constructing the expansions by himself, but the expansions embody an “internal dialogue” between two
different voices of his mind. (Note, however, that in Excerpt 2, the two speakers are both involved in mutual alignment in a sequence following the expansion, lines 11–13.)

6. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

In this attempt to explore intersubjectivities in interpersonal interaction we have refrained from embarking on a philosophical discussion of intersubjectivity, subjectivity and objectivity (as is so common in social science)11, and instead gone straight on to an empirical study of a few sense-making strategies deployed in mundane discourse. Our analyses confirm that x-å-x is a grammaticalized, i.e., conventionalized, resource in Swedish for problematizing a situated use of some expression or wording x in a prior utterance. The construction can be used for regulating partial intersubjectivity and clarifying situated meanings in interactions. Moreover, it can contribute to participants’ metalinguistic deliberations of meaning potentials of words and phrases in the language at hand (Norén and Linell 2007). Words usually cover a spectrum of semantic aspects, and it is up to the interlocutors to foreground some of these while backgrounding others in situated use. In many cases the meaning potentials involve oppositions between semantic aspects, e.g., in the case of flytta ‘move’, between a basic meaning (‘change one’s residence or other position’) and a connoted aspect (the movement is voluntary). Usually, the two aspects are both valid, but in some instances the basic aspect is the only one that is foregrounded, for example, as G’s utterance may be understood in Excerpt 1.

In a large number of cases word meanings contain a scalar dimension, and x-å-x can have the effect of relativizing and scaling down the full meaning in its situated use. For example, speaking a language can mean something like ‘being able to express any thoughts and feelings comprehensively and sensitively in that language’, an interpretation that the x-å-x speaker in Extract 2 is warding off, in favour of a weaker interpretation, probably more like
‘being able to use some phrases in phatic functions or about practical matters’ (although the speaker is hardly precise about this). Similarly, being on speaking terms might mean something like ‘analyzing or even solving disagreements on important (e.g. political) issues’, while the x-å-x speaker in Extract 3 seems to reduce it roughly to ‘being able to exchange utterances at least superficially in a civilized and rational manner’.12

The x-å-x construction is always second-positioned, most often other-initiated (although also same-speaker uses occur) and, in that case, oriented to a source in the prior speaker’s contribution. It deals with different ways of making sense of x in situ. The clarifications of the nature of these differences usually remain brief and implicit in their contexts of use. After all, we are faced with people’s everyday practices, not with attaining absolute terminological precision as in certain scientific genres. However, our talk-show data involve more expanded clarifications than in many other conversational settings, thus showing more clearly all the complexities which can be present in intersubjective work.

It is important to point out that a speaker’s initiative to take a new turn in conversation is in general typically a response to the other’s prior contribution. Thus, a participant’s stance-taking in a dialogical exchange is largely an action in a situation that is jointly co-ordinated and at least partly shared. A single contribution within a reasonably coherent sequence presupposes an understanding of the prior contribution(s), and, by making relevant responses, interlocutors produce a weave of interactional moves which contribute to an experience of intersubjectivity. The use of x-å-x is an eminent example of this, bringing the intersubjective work to the foreground when dealing with the relevance of an attribute or characterization in an interactional micro-situation.

The use of x-å-x draws upon tensions between different aspects of the meaning potential of x, divergences that ultimately reflect differences between segments of the language community and their divergent communicative needs in different situations. Sense-making
the real world involve opposites, contradictions and conflicts. The user of x-å-x is seeking acceptance of the point that different positions in society may be relevant in the specific situations and may call for different interpretations of x. The practice has thus concessive features.

One might think of x-å-x events as negotiating limitations on intersubjectivity. But it is important to understand intersubjectivity as partial and dynamic (Linell 2009a, 2016). Many intersubjectivities cannot be reduced to simple agreements or disagreements among interlocutors. Our data point to the fact that intersubjectivities are replete with multivoicedness and oppositions between stances, both in the community at large and in the situated exposition by the single individual speaker. In practice, however, participants in x-å-x events tend to juxtapose only two interpretations, which are presented as opposed to each other (cf. the two conjoined x:s appearing in the initial x-å-x segment). The x-å-x turn never expresses one singular and stable stance on the part of the speaker; on the contrary, the situated use of x is seen as both appropriate in some aspects, and as inappropriate in other aspects. There is an “on the one hand vs. on the other hand” structure to every x-å-x event. At the same time, however, x-å-x events do not exhaust possible understandings.

What interlocutors do in episodes that involve x-å-x is to provide “sufficient clarifications” (of x and its contribution to the situated discourse) and thereby also to achieve “sufficient understandings” for the “practical purposes” at hand in the situation (cf. references to Schütz and Garfinkel in Section 1). Yet, in discussions of intersubjectivity among interaction analysts, it is not uncommon that parties to interaction are portrayed as being engaged in achieving “socially shared cognition”, and that this is what should be meant by intersubjectivity (Schegloff 1991, 1992). But communication is not about achieving completely shared understandings (agreements, consensus, etc.), but involves sufficient understandings for current practical purposes. As human beings we have been thrown into a
heterogeneous world, and we have to communicate under the conditions that individuals and
groups quite often hold different ideas and take divergent stances. Yet, parties to any
interaction are faced with the need and challenge to work at making (some) sense together,
sometimes from disparate points of departure and with their possibly diverging personal and
cultural backgrounds. This goes well together with a view of intersubjectivity as a situated,
temporarily sustained and only partially shared experience (Rommetveit 1974), and which is
based on interactivity, rather than on shared cognition.
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APPENDIX

Transcription symbols

. falling intonation

, level intonation

¿ slightly rising intonation

? rising intonation

↑ local rise in pitch

[ point of overlap onset

] point where overlapping talk stops

= “latching”, i.e. no silence between two adjacent utterances

(,) micropause, less than 0.2 seconds
(0.5) silences timed in tenths of a second

> < talk inside is at a faster pace than the surrounding talk

< > talk inside is at a slower pace than the surrounding talk

va- cut off

va: lengthening of a sound

va emphasis indicated by underlining

VA higher volume indicated by capitals

°va° talk inside is more quiet than the surrounding talk

“va” altered voice quality

(va) uncertain transcription

?: uncertain speaker identification

,,,,, series of commas indicate averted gaze
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